Abstract. If n is a cyclic permutation and x is a periodic point of a continuous function /:R •-► R with period(x) = order(Tt) = n , then we say that x has type n if the orbit of x consists of points xx < x2 < •■■ < xn with f(x¡) = x"/« . In analogy with Sarkovskii's Theorem, we define a partial ordering on cyclic permutations by 8 -» n if every continuous function with a periodic point of type 0 also has a point of type n . In this paper we examine this partial order form the point of view of critical points, itineraries, and kneading sequences. We show that 0 -► 7t if and only if the maxima of 0 are "higher" and the minima "lower" than those of n , where "higher" and "lower" are precisely defined in terms of itineraries. We use this to obtain several results about -» : there are no minimal upper bounds; if it and 0 have the same number of critical points (or if they differ by 1 or sometimes 2), then 6 -► n if and only if 6 -► nm for some period double nt of n ; and finally, we prove a conjecture of Baldwin that maximal permutations of size n have n -2 critical points, and obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for such a permutation to be maximal.
Introduction
Define [n] = {/' e Z: 1 < / < n} and C" = the set of cyclic permutations of [n] . We will usually assume that n > 3 . Greek letters will always denote elements of C" . If it e C", S an interval of R, and f:S >-* S, then a periodic point x of / with smallest period n is of type n if the orbit of x consists of points xx < x2 < • • • < xn with f(xA = x7[,¡). Otherwise put, if g is the unique order preserving bijection (u.o.p.b.) from the orbit of x to [n] , then 7T = g o fo g~{ .
If n 6 C" and 8 e Cm, we say 8 -> n if every continuous function with a periodic point of type 8 has a point of type n . Then -► gives a reflexive partial order [1, Theorem 1.4] . The goal of this paper is to further understand this partial ordering.
Several authors have studied this partial ordering on permutations. See [ 1 ] for an overview, [2] for a discussion of immediate successors and period doubles, [8] for a description of minimal orbits, and [3, 4, 5] for other results.
In §2 we give the notation for the rest of the paper. §3 deals with period doubles. In §4, we prove a theorem similar to [7, §5, second theorem] that gives conditions for a function with given kneading sequence to have a point with given itinerary. We use this theorem to produce an algorithm for testing if 8 -> n using itineraries. §5 deals with the possible itineraries that a periodic point of given type can have.
In §6 we find a simple test for 8 ~* n when 8 and n have approximately the same number of critical points. We also prove under certain hypothesis that if 8 -> n then 8 -* nt for some period double nt of n . §7 proves a theorem needed for the results of §6. In §8 we prove that there are no minimal upper bounds for the partial ordering -►. Finally, in §9 we prove a conjecture of Baldwin that maximal permutations of size n have n -2 critical points, and obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for such a permutation to be maximal.
Notation and preliminaries
Define fe: [1, n] i-> [1, n] , the primitive function of 8 , by fe(i) = 8(i) for i e [n] , and fe is the piecewise linear function "connecting the dots" (i, 8(i) ). In [1] it is shown that 8 -► n if and only if fg has a periodic point of type n .
We define a critical point of a permutation n e C" to be an integer i, with 2 < i < n -1, such that (n(i) -n(i -l))(n(i + 1) -n(i)) < 0, i.e., i is an extreme point of fn. Define z = z (8) to be plus or minus the number of critical points of 8, with z(8) positive if 0(2) > 0(1). We then say that 8 has type z , and will usually denote |z| = k .
When dealing with permutations of type z, we will often consider permutations with exactly one more critical point. These have type z + sign(z) and -z -sign(z). To condense the notation, we define for z e Z\{0}, z+ = z + sign(z) and z" = -z -sign(z).
For z € Z\{0}, k = \z\, define Iz = {finite or infinite sequences of symbols Lx, L2, ... , Lk+X, Cx, C2, ... , Ck). If A € Iz define Ai to be the i + 1st element of A, so A0 is the first. Define A[mX = A0AX ■ ■ ■ Am . Define the shift S (A) to be the sequence AXA2 ■■ ■ . If A, B e Iz and A is finite we will use AB to denote the concatenation of A and B , and A°° to denote AAA ■ ■ ■ . If A is finite and B = AC for some sequence C, we say that A is a prefix of B. If A is a prefix of SJ(B) for some j then A is a substring of B. Define Iz to be the subset of Iz consisting of infinite sequences containing no C¡. For A e Iz finite define |^l| = the number of terms in A .
Define Lx < C, < L2 < ■ ■ ■ < Ck < Lk+X. Define Li to be odd if i is odd from {S\A)} to [«] .
We define i : Iz >-» 7Z and i_:Iz i-> 7Z to be the natural order preserving embeddings, i.e., i, is the identity map, and i_ is defined as follows: for each /•, i_(Cj) = Cj+X, i_(Lj) = Lj+X, and i_(AQAx ■■■) = i_(A0)i-(Ax) '" -Note that i' and i_ are order preserving.
A If(x), respectively.
-'s Note that if 0 has type z and / is a piecewise monotone function with a point of type 8 then clearly z(/) = z or |z(/)| > |z|. In particular, if n -* 6 then z(7T) = z (8) or |z(7r)| > |z(0)|.
Define I+(x) = lim x+ I(y) (in the topology of termwise convergence).
Clearly I+(x) is defined and is in 1^. Define I~(x) likewise. We denote F(8) = Ig(l), the fundamental sequence of 8. Note that if x is a critical point, then S(I+(x)) = S(I~(x)).
To avoid repeated statements of the form "A < B if Li is even and B < A if Li is odd" we introduce the following notation: when we are dealing with functions of type z or sequences in Iz we will use <; to mean < if L¿ is even and to mean > otherwise. Note that <( and </+2 mean the same thing. Define >;, <t, and >( in the obvious way. This should be thought of as a notational convenience, rather than a new order relation. We will use it anywhere the symbol < could be used, not just for comparisons in a particular set. As some examples of the use of <( note that: if A < B then L¡A <. L.B ; for 0 < i < k+1, C(.(/) is a local maximum with respect to <(. ; f is increasing on Li and decreasing on L¡ x with respect to <;.
Given a sequence A G Iz, for 0 < i < k+l define the ith critical value of A , denoted A,(), to be the supremum with respect to <¡ of those shifts Sj+l(A) for which A, = Li or Li+X, and A{j) is undefined if A contains no Li 's or Li+l 's. Intuitively, if A = I Ax) then A,t) is the itinerary of the image under / of the point of the orbit of x that is closest to C,. In other words A^ is the height of the ith critical point. For 0 6 C" define 8{i) = Ig(l){i) = E(8){i). Clearly 0(l) = S(Ig(Cj)) = S(Iq(CA) . For 0 < i < k + 1 define a periodic sequence A 6 Iz to be i-maximal if A = A,¡,. Note that 0(;) is always /-maximal. Define a partial ordering « on /^, |z| = k, as follows: if I, J e 1d efine / < J to mean that for 1 < i < k, if /,« is defined then so is /(¡) and Im <i Jm • Intuitively, / < / means that all of the maxima of / are lower and all the minima higher than the corresponding extrema of /.
Period doubles
A period double is a permutation 8 e C" that is divisible by 2, in Baldwin's notation, i.e., n is even and there is a Ö, e Cnj2 with 0({2/ -1, 2/}) = {20^/) -1, 20,(/)} for / e [n/2]. We say 0 is a period double of 0,. Lemma 3.1. // fe has two distinct points x and y with Ie(x) = Ie(y) then 8 is a period double. If x is periodic then the integer part of x = the integer part of y = m, an odd integer, Ig(m) = Ie(z) = Ig(m+ 1) for all z e (m, m+ I), and each such z is part of a periodic orbit of type 8, except m + \ which has type 0/2.
Proof. Let T = {z:Ie(z) = Ie(x)} . T is connected since Ie is monotone, and T has positive length since it includes x and y. Since all points of T have the same itinerary, fJ(T) contains no critical points. Hence fJ\T is monotone. Since \/e\ > 1, p(fj+1(T)) > p(f(T)).
(Here p denotes Lebesgue measure.) Hence for some j and i, fJ(T) and f'(T) are not disjoint. Assume without loss of generality that / = 0. Otherwise take new x and y in f(T).
Then Ie(x) = SJ(Ie(x)). Since every point of f(T) has itinerary Sj(Ie(x)), fj(T) c T. Since p(fj(T)) > p(T), fj(T) = T. Hence \/g\ = 1 on all the unit intervals with integer endpoints containing a point of the orbit of f'(x). Hence all points of these intervals have the same itinerary, and /; is an isometry on these intervals. Hence all the images of some integer and its successor remain unit distance apart. This implies that 0 is a period double. The rest is obvious. D Theorem 3.2. If 8 e C" then F(8) has exact period n unless 8 is a period double, in which case it has exact period n/2.
Proof. Since 0"(1) = 1 and 1 is the global minimum of fe, if x is a little bigger than 1 then 0"(x) will also be a little bigger than 1. Hence S"(F(8)) = F (8) . Let ra be the period of F (8) , so Sm(F(8)) = F (8) . But Sm(F(8)) = Iek(8m(l) ). If ra < « then all points between 1 and 0m(l) have the same itinerary. By Lemma 3.1, 0 is a period double. In this case fm is monotone on [1, 0m(l) ] so it can have no periodic point of order more than 2. Since 1 has period n/m under fm, m > n/2. On the other hand, if 0 is a period double then 0'(1) and 0'(2) are always consecutive. So 0"/2[l, 2] = [1, 2] and 0"/2(l) = 2, so Sn/2(F(8)) = I~(2) = F(8), so F (8) Proof. Since fg(l) = 1, 1 is a local minimum for fg . Hence F(d).n_lx is even. If 0 is not a period double, then the smallest repeating block of F (6) is F (8) [n_xx, which is even. If 0 is a period double, its smallest repeating block is F (8) [nf2_X]. Since 0"/2(l) = 2 and fg'2 maps [1, 2] to itself, /e"/2(x) is decreasing for x slightly larger than 1. Hence E(B).,2_XX is odd. If 0 is not a period double, then all the shifts S'(F(8)), 0 < i < n, are distinct. Since S'(F(d)) is /0+(0'(l)) or /e"(0''(l)), and /e±(0,'(l)) </e±(0J'(l)) if and only if 0'(1) < 0;(1), we have F (8) has type 0 . If 0 is a period double, then F(8) = /e(3/2), a point of type 8t, and F(8) has exact period n/2 = ord(0J , so 70(3/2) has type 0,. D Remark. We say that n is an immediate successor if 0 if n -* 8 and n -> (p => n = 0 or 0 -> (f>. It is shown in [2, Theorem 1.12] that it is an immediate successor of 8 if and only if n is a period double of 0 .
We will have more to say about period doubles in §6.
4. Existence of points with given itinerary Remark. This is a slight generalization of [7, §5, second theorem] .
Proof. The converse part is obvious from the fact that x < y implies that (x) < I(y). Suppose that A has the given properties. Let S = {x:/(x) < A} and T = {x:/(x) > A). By assumption, a G S and b G T (since 1(a) < /+(C¿_,) < I~(CA < 1(b) for all /), so S and T are nonempty. We will show that they are open (as subsets of [a, b] ). Since S is clearly connected, it suffices to show that y £ S implies that y + e G 5 for small e > 0. 2. Let f be piecewise monotone. If x is a periodic point of f of type 11 and I Ax) has exact period n = ord(7t) then I(x) has type n. In particular, if f -fg and it / 0 then Ig(x) has type n. Conversely, if f has a point x with I(x) of type n then f has a periodic point of type n . Proof. The first part follows from the fact that I(x) < I(y) implies x < y, since I(x) has exact period n . If /e(x) has period smaller than n then there is a y in the orbit of x with I(y) = I(x). By Lemma 3.1 x (or y) has type 0, contradicting the fact that 0 ^ it. For the converse we note that the proof of Lemmas II.3.1 and II.3.2 of [6] , which deal with unimodal functions, goes through exactly to the case of piecewise monotone functions. This shows that as j -» oo, fJ" converges to a periodic point y of period n or 2n. In the latter case fn(y) and y have the same itinerary, as do all points between them. Since f" exchanges y and f"(y), it must have a fixed point between them. Thus in either case we get a point of period n . This point clearly has type n. D If Am = 0(;) then A is a shift of F (8) . If there is a point x with itinerary F(6) then x > 1, since 1(1) includes C's. So all points between 1 and x have the same itinerary. By Lemma 3.1, 0 must be a period double.
Conversely, suppose that 0(() >( A,¡, for al / for which A{i] is defined. We need only verify that equation ( 1 ) We prove that if (1) holds for some j then it holds for j + 1. This is already known unless Aj+X = Lx or Lk+X. Suppose Aj+X = Lx. We know that SJ+l(A) < I~(CX). Rewriting (1) 
we see that
establishing (1) for j + 1. The case Aj+X = Lk+X is similar. This establishes ( 1 ) inductively for all m> j . By periodicity of A this establishes it for all ra . Thus we need only establish (1) for one value of j . If Aj j¿ L, or Lk+X for some j, we are done, so assume that Aj = Lx or Lk+X for all ;'. First, we consider the case that Lx is even. By assumption, A¿ L™ or Lkx+X , so for some j, Aj = Lx and AJ+X = Lk+X . But Aj = L{ implies that LxSJ+l(A) = Sj(A) < I~(CX), which implies ^+1(^) < S(I~(CX)) < I~(n), so we are done. Similarly, if Lk+X is even then Aj = Lk+X , Aj+X = Lx imply I+(l) < S(I+(Ck)) < Sj+l(A), so ; + 1 satisfies (1). In the remaining case, Lx and Lk+X are each odd. Our assumptions on A imply that there is a j with Aj = Aj+X = Lx or A; = Aj+X = Lk+X . In the former case
LxSj+i(A) = Sj(A) < I~(CX) which implies Sj+l(A) > S(I~(CX)) > I+(l). In the latter case Lk+xSj+](A) > I+(Ck) implies Sj+l(A) < I~(n).
Finally, if 0 is a period double, then all points in (1, 2) have itinerary F (8) . D Corollary 4.4. Let 8 G C" , n > 3, be a permutation of type z, and let n ^ 0. Then fg has a periodic point of type it if and only if there is a periodic sequence AGl^ of type it with A « F(8).
Proof. Since 0 is assumed to have period at least 3, the cases n = (1) and (12) To estimate the computational complexity of this algorithm we must bound the number of such sequences.
Let A have type it, ord(it) = n, ord(0) = m, k = |z(0)|, and let g be the u.o.p.b. from the shifts of A to [n] . For / = 1, ... , k + 1 let at■ = max{;': g~\j)0 < Lt) and a¡ = 0 if this set is empty. Then 0 < ax < a2 < ■ • • < ak+l < n and (ax,a2, ... , ak+x) certainly determines A . Thus the number of possible A's is 0((n + 1) +1). (Note that this also gives us an algorithm for listing them.) Checking if 0,., >. A{i) takes time 0(n+m), and we must do this for k values of i. Thus we get an overall complexity of 0(k(n + m)(n + l)k+l). Notice that for fixed k this is a polynomial time algorithm. The usual Markov graph algorithm given in f 1, Theorem 2.4] is exponential even for fixed 8 .
In §6 we show that if z(0) = z(it), z(it)+, z(it)~ , or z(it)+~ then only one sequence A needs to be checked. Thus with that restriction the algorithm becomes quadratic (even with no restriction on k ).
Itineraries of a given type
We have seen that to determine if it -► 0 we need to know the sequences of type 0. Given 8 e C" of type z with k\z\, in this section we find all sequences of type 0 in /£,, /£,,/£, , and 1^ .
Let S = 5(0) be the set of 2 sequences in 1^ formed by the following procedure: starting with Ie(l), for each / = I, ... , k change all occurrences of C, to L. or Li+X . Note that F(8) G 5. Let l'e(l) be the sequence formed as Ig ( 1 ) was except that we consider n to be Ck+X rather than an element of Lk+X . Similarly, let Iq(1) be the sequence formed by considering 1 to be C0, and form Ig'(l) by considering 1 to be C0 and n to be Ck+X . Thus l'e(l), l'¿(l), or Ig(l) can be obtained from l'g"(l) by changing al C0 's to Lx 's, all Ck+X 's to Lk+X 's, or both, respectively. Let S', S", and S'" be the sets of 2 + , 2 + , and 2 + sequences in C » C ' and C ' respectively, formed from i+(l'e(l)), i_(Ig(l)), and i+i-(Ie'(l)) by changing all occurrences of C(. to Li or Li+X for 1 < i <k+l, 1 < i < k + 1, and I < i < k + 2, respectively. Lemma 5.1. Let 8 e C" have type z, k = \z\. Then F (8) is the minimum element of S with respect to the partial order «, andlikewise i+(F(8)), i_(F (8)), and i+i_(F(6)) are the minima of S', S", and S'" respectively. Suppose Cj.^0) is a local maximum for fg . Then fg(Ci_x ±e) < /e(C;_[). Now we need to use the fact that F (8) is (to any fixed number of terms) the itinerary of points sufficiently close to 1. The 0 orbit of a point close to 1 will include a point close to Ci_x. The following point will be less than fg(C¡_x). The sequence of intervals through which the orbit then passes is given by C Ç (ALS') a^ter wnich the orbit is near fg(Cs_x). If Cs_x (8) is a local maximum, the point of our orbit will be slightly less, in which case fg+ (x) must be increasing for x slightly less than fe(C¡_x). Hence /~ i~ (ALS>) is z z+ẽ ven (as a sequence in /^ ) so AL$. is even (as a sequence in /^ ). Assuming as above that Ci_x (8) (8)), and i+i_(F (8)) have exact period n/2 and all others have exact period n . Proof. If I e (S'\i+(S)) then / contains exactly one Lk+2 every n terms, so it has exact period n . If I e i+(S) then / has the same period as i~ (J) G 5. Similarly, the only elements of S" and S"' that might not have period n are in i_(S) and i+i_(S). So we need only show the result for S. The statement concerning F (8) is just Theorem 3.2, so we need only show that if J e S, J t¿ F(8), then J has exact period n . Given 0 < e < 1 we construct a piecewise monotone function ge of type z with the following properties:
(ii) g™(l) = 8m(l) for all raGZ.
(m) yi) = /.
Define ge = fe on integers. This assures condition (ii). Suppose Ci is a maximum. If the corresponding term in J is Li, then require ge(Ct + e) = fg(Cj) + e ; otherwise require ge(Cj -e) = fe(C.) + e. If C( is a minimum, change those to fg(CA-e. Now make gE the simplest piecewise linear function satisfying those requirements. Since L¡(ge) = (C;_, ±e, C¡±e), and we have chosen the signs properly, condition (iii) holds. Condition (i) is obvious.
Suppose S'(J) = J for some I <n. Let r = 8l(l). Then / (r) = I (1). By monotonicity of I , J = I (1) = I (x) for all x G [1, r] . Let U = {x:I (x) = J} . Then gE is monotone on U and ge(U) C U. But monotone functions on R cannot have periodic points of order greater than 2. Thus g!e(l) = 1 or g2l(l) = 1. The former case leads to the contradiction I = n. Otherwise I = n/2, r = 0"/2(l), 1 = 8n,2(r), so g"/2 maps [1, r] to [1, r] and is monotone. Taking the limit as e -> 0 we see that fg maps [ 1, r] to [ 1, r] and is monotone. Hence all points in ( 1, r) have the same fg itinerary. By Lemma 3.1, 0 is a period double, in which case F(8) = / also has period n/2. Suppose J differs from / in the 5th term. Then -F(0)f = Cm for some ra. Then one of Is and Js is Lm and the other is Lm+X. But since each has period n/2, the same is true of Is+n/2 and Js+n,2 ■ But then F (8) Conversely, suppose that <j) has type z, z+, z", or z+~ and F(tfi) is an odd sequence of type 0 . We will show that in each of the four cases, there are at most 2 _1 odd sequences of type 0 that could be F(4>) for some <p, and that 0 has at least 2 _1 period doubles of each of the four types. Since F(<f>) uniquely determines (¡>, this would show that 0 is a period double of 0.
Exactly half of the elements of S, S', S" , and S'" are odd sequences of type 0 . This leaves us with 2 ,2 ,2 , and 2 +1 such sequences. However not all of these can be F(<f>) for some <p. In particular, F(<p) certainly contains at least one Lx and at least one L, . ,,,+1. But only half of the 2 odd sequences of type 0 in s include an Lk+2 (namely those in S'\i+(S)), and likewise only one half (respectively one fourth) of the 2k (2k+l) Proof. If Li is even,the L, <; Li+X, so for E even, EL¡ <¡ ELi+x, and for E odd, ELi >. ELi+x. Thus, whichever of ELi and ELj+x is even is /-smaller. If Li is odd, we obtain the same result. Hence A <i A'. Let \A\ = n. Suppose there is an /-maximal periodic sequence B with ,4°° <( B <j A'°° . In all cases min(5''+1(x), Sr+l(y)) < nu+r+l). G Theorem 7.6. Let x be odd and suppose that x and x + 1 agree to exactly r terms. If for some m, min(S'(x) ,S'(x+l))< n(m+,) for i = 0, ... ,r+ 1, then for some odd y, S'(y) < ft(!) for all i. Proof. We proceed by induction on x . For x = 00 • • • 001, x + 1 = 00 • • • 011 . Then S'(x) < S'(x + l) for / = 0, I, ... , k-2. Since x and x+ 1 agree to / terms for each i < k-2, by Lemma 7.5 S'(x) = min(S'(x), Sl(x+1)) < it{m+,) for 0<i<k-2 and 100-•-01 = Sk'l(x+l) = min(Sk~x(x), Sk~l(x+l)) < it{m+k~l). Since the latter is even, jr(w+*-1) > Sk~](x + 1) + 1 = Sk~l(x), so S\x) < ft(m+!) for all /. Hence if we let y = Sk~m(x) then S\y) = Sk-m+i(x) < ¿m+k-m+i) = n^) = n{i) for all /. Now suppose x is odd and the result has been shown for all smaller odd x . Suppose that i¿ ' < x for some /. Then it < x -1. So for some odd z < x, z < ft(/) < z + 1. By Lemma 7.5, if z and z + 1 agree to exactly r terms then min (5',(z) , S\z + 1)) < it(M) for 0 < / < r + 1. Thus by our inductive hypothesis we are done. So we may assume that x < iv for all /.
We consider two cases. First suppose that x ends in a 0. If we let z = S~ (x) then z < x and z is odd. If z and z+1 agree to exactly p terms then x and x+1 agree to exactly p-1 terms. ( (5',(x)5''(x-i-1)) < i¿m+l) for 0 < i < p. If ft(w_1) < z then it(m~x) < x and we are done, so we may assume it(m~x) > z . Then min(S!(z), S\z + 1)) < it{m~x+i) for 0 <i<p+ 1, so by our inductive hypothesis we are done.
Next suppose that x ends in a 1. Then x and x + 1 agree to exactly k-2 terms. By assumption min(S'(x), Sl(x + 1)) < n(m+i) for 0 < / < k -1. If S'(x) < i¿m+l) for 0 < / < k -1 then we are done, so we may assume that S'(x + 1) < ft(m+i) < S'(x) for some i. Choose / smallest with this property. By Lemma 7.4, S'(x+1) + 1 < it(m+i) <S\x)-l.
Let z = S'x(S\x+ 1)+ 1). Let u = x0Xj •••xi_x, v = xi---xk_x. Note that since Sk~ ' (x) and Sk~ ' (x+1 ) disagree in only the last term, they ae consecutive, so by Lemma 7.4 ivm+ ~ ' cannot be between them; thus i < k -1. Define v" = v with the next to last term changed. Then x = uv, x + 1 = uv", S'(x) = vu, S'(x + 1) = v"u. Since we are assuming 5'(x+1) < S'(x), we have v" < v . But since x < X+1, we must have uv < uv". Hence u is odd. Define u = u with the last term changed. Since S'(x + 1) = v"u is even, its successor differs from it only in the last term. Thus Sl (x + 1 ) + 1 = v"u . Hence z = uv". Since u is odd, u <u. Thus z < x . Also z is odd, and the last digit of z is the last digit of x which is a 1. Thus z + 1 differs from z only in the next to last digit, i.e., z+l=u'v.
So Sl(z + 1) = vu = vu -1 = S\x) -1. Since by assumptions S\x+ 1) + 1 = Sl(z) < it{m+i) < S\z + l) = S'(x)-l, and S'(z) and S'(z + 1) agree to k -2 -i terms, min(Sj(z), Sj(z + 1)) < it ' for i < j < k -1. If this were true for 0 < j < k -1 then by our inductive hypothesis we would be done. If not then for some j with 0 < j < i, min(Sj(z), Sj(z + 1)) > i¿m+i). Since j < i and / was chosen smallest with the property S'(x) > it{m+,), we must have SJ(x) < it{m+i) < min(S;'(z), Sj(z + 1)) < SJ(z + 1).
But since 5^+1) +1 = ^'(x) and S\z+l) is even, S\z+l) and s'(x) differ only in the last term. Thus SJ(x) and SJ(z + 1) differ only in the (/ -;')th term. Thus by Lemma 7.5 n{m+i) > min(S'w(SJ'(x)), s'~j(Sj(z + 1))) = min(.S''(x), S\z + 1)) = S\z + 1) = S\x) -1.
This contradicts our assumption that ivm+l' < S'(x) -1. G Proof of Theorem 7.3. If ft^m) > x for all m and all odd x the result is obvious. Otherwise for some ra and odd x, x < 7TW) < x + 1. Then by Lemma 7.5 min(S"'(jc), Sl(x + 1)) < it(m+i) for 0 < i < r +1, where x and y agree to exactly r terms. The theorem then follows from Lemma 7. (i) 0 -8n for all h .
(ii) ifn-rdh for all h then it -> 0.
(iii) // 0 -» ft t¿ 0 then 0A -► it for all sufficiently large h.
Proof. Bernhardt has constructed a sequence having the first two properties [2, Lemma 4.4] . (He calls them 0hn+k.) The construction can be summarized as follows. Let n = ord(0). Since 0"(1) = 1 and 8k(2) = 1 for some k < n , for any h > 1 there is a periodic orbit of period hn + k corresponding to the loop in the Markov graph found by taking a point slightly greater than 1 that follows the orbit of 1 for hn steps and then follows the orbit of 2 for k steps. Let x be the start point of this orbit and let 8h be the type of x. We will show that 8h has the third property. Let F(8) = A°° , \A\ = ord(0). Clearly A is a prefix of the itinerary of x . Since this itinerary differs from F(8h) in at most z(0) terms, for all ra and for h sufficiently large (depending on ra ), F(8h) contains Am as a substring. Hence F(6h) has a shift following L¡ or Li+X which agrees with 0,, to any desired number of terms.
Suppose 0 -> ft ,¿ 0. Then there is a sequence B in 7^ ^ of type n with 7^(0) » B. For h sufficiently large, (0A)(/) is at least as large (with respect to >,-) as each of its shifts which follow Li or Li+X, which include a sequence that agrees with 0(¡) to more terms than does 7?((). Hence (8h)(i) >, B,¡,. Since there are only finitely many values of / under consideration, we can choose h large enough that (0A)(l) >, Blfj for all /. Hence 0A -> ft. G Theorem 8.2. If 8 ■/+ it and it -/+ 8 then it and 8 have no minimal upper bound in the partial ordering -*.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that tf> -> it, <f> -* 0 , and (j> is -»-minimal with this property. The assumptions on ft and 0 imply that <f> ^ it and <fi ^ 8. If tj) were a period double of </>, then, by the remark in §3, <f> is an immediate successor of </>,, so 0 -► (£,, </>,-» ft , and 0, -» 0. Thus 0 is not a minimal upper bound. If tj) is not a period double then for h sufficiently large, the <f>h constructed in the above theorem satisfies <p -* 4>h , </>A -» ft, and <t>h -> 0, so again r/> is not minimal. G
Maximal elements of C"
In this section we characterize the maximal elements of -► restricted to C" for fixed n. We first prove that for fixed n and z, all maximal elements of {0:ord(0) = «, z(0) = z} must have a certain form. Essentially, they must have the property that all noncritical points have the smallest or largest possible itinerary. Next we prove a conjecture of Baldwin [1, Conjecture 6.3] that maximal elements of C" must have type ±(n -2). Finally, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for permutations of type ±(n -2) to be maximal elements of C" .
Define P(z) = {8:z(8) = z). Given 0 g Cn, z(8) = z, k = \z\, let ra and M be the minimum and maximum sequence in 7^, e.g., if Lx is even then ra = LXLX.. Similarly, for j >p + k, it(j) <k+x it(j +1). Now we show that ft(l) <x n(2). This follows from the above results unless p = 1 or 2. Since 1 is the global minimum of 0, 0_1(1) = n or C¡ for some /. If 8(CA = 1, then C; is followed by an Lx in Ig(Cx), hence in B . Since B contains an Lx, p > 2. If 8(n) = 1, then 0~ (n) = Ci for some /, since 0_1(«) = 1 would imply that 02(1) = 1, a contradiction. Hence 7^^) contains the substring CiLk+xLx. Also, n is a local minimum, so Lk+X is odd, hence M = Lk XLX.... Thus B also contains this substring, and again p > 2. If p = 2, then B contains exactly one L, in each substring of length n. The string in B following this L, is g~ (it(l)), and begins with some C or with Lx (respectively Lk+X ) if Lx is even (respectively odd). Since C, is a maximum or minimum if Lx is even or odd, respectively, g-1(ft(/0) starts with some C, or with Lk+X (respectively Lx ) if Lx is even (respectively odd).
The only case for which it is not clear that ft(l) <, ft(2) is ^_1(7r(l))0 = C , g~x(it(2))Q = C,. But then 0(1) = C;., 0(C,) = C¡, and we already know that 0(1) <, 8(CX) so we are done. Similarly, .
In summary, as a consequence of what we have shown, z(it) = z(8), Ct(it) = p + i -1 for 2 < i < k -1, C, (ft) = p or p -1, and Ck(it) = p + k -1 or p + k.
The proof that it -> 8 is fairly simple if Cx(it) = p and Ck(it) = p + k -1 but becomes tedious in the other cases. Recall that we need only show that it(i) >,. 0(i) for all /. The b = 1 case is similar.) The proof that 8,k, <k n,k) if Ck(n) = p+k is similar. For future reference, let Cc and Cd play the roles of Ca and Cb respectively. This shows that if Cx(it) = p -I or Ck(it) = p + k then 0(1) ^ ft(1) or 8,k, t¿ it,k). On the other hand, if Cx(it) = p and Ck(it) = p + k -1 then 7 (Cj(ft)) = B which by assumption is not equal to 70(C1(0)). Either way 0^ft.
In the case that Cx(it) = p -1, let x = 8~x(Cb). Since 0(x) = Cb >x Ca = 8(CX) >x 8(t) for all / G Lx U L2, it follows that x g L, U L2. Since the term in B preceding Cb is an Lx, 8~x(Cb) / Cr for any r. Thus x > C2(0). Similarly, if y = 8~l(Cd) in the case Ck(it) =p + k then y < Ck_x (8) .
Assume ft(¡) <; 0(;) for some /. Assume that i is chosen so that n,» <¡ 0(l) and so as to make the smallest r for which n,i)r ^ 0(j)r as small as possible.
We know that if Cx(it) = p -1 then / / 1 and if Ck(n) = p + k then / ^ k, so ¿-'(Qft)),, = C;.. Let S(70(C,.)) = If, S(In(C¿) = V, S(g~x(Ci(it))) = W.
We know that V and W agree at least until one of them is C, or Ck and U and IT agree in all terms in which either is a C . Suppose that U,m_x, = Suppose U[m_xx contains some Ç., say f/, = C,. Then Vl -C.. Thus ft(j) and 0(;) agree to fewer terms than rc," and 0(l). By our choice of /, ft, , > 0,.. (12) is the cyclic permutation of 1 and 2.)
We will show that it -> 0 and z(it) = z~ . We know that 8~x(l) ^ 1 since 1 has order n , and 0_1 ( Since in forming ft from 0 we change the value at each point other than 1 or 2 by at most 1 and we do not change values at two consecutive points (other than 1, 2 and possibly 3) it(i + 1) -it(i) has the same sign as 8(i + 1) -0(/) except if z = 1, in which case it has the opposite sign. (Note that 2 g Lx implies that 0(3) -0(1) has the same sign as 0(3) -0(2) so the above statement holds for / = 2.) Thus z(it) = z~, Cx(it) = 2, and Cj(n) = Cj_x (8) (3)7). Let Cr(it) and Cs(n) be the first critical points to appear in the sequences ft_1(2), ft_2(2), ... and ft-1(l), ft_2(l), ... , respectively. A similar proof shows that (/_(7r(0)))(r) <r ft(r).
Finally, if / ^ r, s then suppose that 1 occurs before 2 in the sequence it(C¡), it (CA, ... ; the case that 2 occurs before 1 is similar. (0) w/i« t < t' < s, and 8\,s t fi, = (stt1), then 8 is not a maximal element of Cn .
Proof. Let (f> = (stt'). Then 0(0|rs t ,/,) = (st't) is cyclic, so 00 is cyclic, by Lemma 9.9. Also tfi(s) = t < s, <p(t) = t' > t, and <j>(t') = s > /', so by Lemma 9.8 00-» 0. G Lemma 9.11. If 0 e C , z(8) = ±(n -2), and there are s,s' € S(8), / G T(8) with t < s < s , and 0|/c -a = (/s's), then 8 is not a maximal element of c".
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as above. Take 0 = (ts's). G Lemma 9.12. If 8 G C" , z(8) = ±(n -2), and there are s, s G S(8), t,t' G 77(0) w/f« t <t' <s <s , then 8 is not a maximal element of C" .
Proof. Assume 0 is maximal.
By the above lemmas 0|{j f ,<, = (st't), d\{s',t,t'} = (s'St)-, 8\{s,s',t} = (ss't), and 0|{iiJ<y} = (ss't1). From these it is clear that 8\,s s> t> t-, = (ss't't). Take 0 = (st')(s't). Then cp(s) = t' < s, <f>(s) = t < s , <p(t') = s > t', 0(0 = s' > t, and 0(0|{sy,,-,,}) = (st')(s't) (ss't't) = (stt's) is cyclic. Thus 00 -► 0 so 0 is not maximal. G Proof. First suppose that 0 is maximal. If \S n [ra]| = ra then (i) holds. If \S xx [m]\ < ra -1 then there are at least two elements of T that are < ra, and at least two elements of S that are > ra. By Lemma 9.12, 0 is not
